
What are CSS Custom Properties

CSS Custom Properties

Often called CSS Variables

Simple uses such as easy reference to a hexadecimal colour

CSS is easier to read



Syntax and Examples

Syntax Rules

Cases can be used, but they are case sensitive

Most common selector is root

No special characters or numbers allowed

Limitless, a custom property within custom properties



You may have applied a custom property to a recurring element on your page (h1 for example)

Overwriting

Custom properties can be overwritten by a new value or another customer property

You may have applied a custom property to a recurring element on your page (p for example)

…but what if a single p would look better if it was navy rather than grey?

Although it isn’t recommended to do this too often, there is a way… Here is an example



Media Queries

Custom property values can be redefined within media queries

If you designed for mobile first and used custom properties in doing so- just redefine 
the values of the custom properties in your media queries

This will save you having to target each element individually



Browser Support

96%



It doesn’t work when the browser doesn’t support custom 
properties

Fall Backs

A fallback option can be included with the custom 
property when it is being applied to a selector

The fallback is only used when a custom property is 
invalid or hasn’t been defined in the :root. 

The fallback won’t work if the browser can’t support 
custom properties



Pros

Creating values that are easier to reference

Making your CSS easier for someone else to read

Dry code 'Don't repeat yourself'

Good browser support

Works with JavaScript (SASS doesn't)



Cons

Fallbacks appear to be redundant

Not supported by Internet Explorer

Difficult to maintain if you do too many overrides



Any Questions?
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